In many network-based intervention studies, treatment applied on an individual or his/her own characteristics may also aect the outcome of other connected people. We call this interference along network. Approaches for deriving the optimal individualized treatment regime remain unknown after introducing the eect of interference. In this paper, we propose a novel network-based regression model that is able to account for interaction between outcomes and treatments in a network. Both Q-and A-learning methods are derived. We show that the optimal treatment regime under our model is independent from interference, which makes its application in practice more feasible and appealing. The asymptotic properties of the proposed estimators are established. The performance of the proposed model and methods are illustrated by extensive simulation studies and an application to a mobile game network data.
Introduction
Interference, which refers that treatment of one individual has inuence on connected nodes, is observed in many network-based intervention studies. For example, the coverage of vaccination in a neighborhood can aect the infection rate for an non-vaccinated individual (Halloran & Struchiner, 1995) . Getting a private tutor may aect the grade of other students in the same study group. Encouraging users to vote on social network can improve the voting rate among his/her friends (Bond et al., 2012) . More examples can be found in Sobel (2006) , Hong & Raudenbush (2006) , Rosenbaum (2007) , etc.
The existence of interference introduces challenges to the traditional statistical analyses. In order to handle the interaction between treatments of dierent individuals, new methodologies for experiment design have been developed. Related work include Basse & Airoldi (2015) and Eckles et al. (2017) . In the area of causal inference for social network data, a common assumption is called partial interference, which basically states that interference exists in partitioned small groups but not between dierent groups. Under this framework, dierent types of causal inference have been Stat of subject i. We consider two possible treatment assignments, denoted by a random variable A i P fH; Ig, while a i represents the observed treatment assignment. Let S i be the vector of treatment assignments for subjects in the interference set of subject i, i.e., S i a @A i1 ; A i2 ; : : : ; A in i A, and s i is the corresponding observed treatment assignments @a i1 ; a i2 ; : : : ; a in i A. Let x i denote a p-dimensional vector of covariates for subject i. The covariates set of the interference set of subject i is dened as i a fx i j X i j P s i g. Moreover, let Y £ i @a i ; s i A and Y i @a i ; s i A denote the potential and observed outcomes, respectively. Note that the outcome for subject i also depends on the treatments assigned to his/her friends because of the existence of interference. As is customary, the stable unit treatment value assumption (Rubin, 1978) and the no unmeasured confounder assumption are necessary, but need to be extended under the existence of interference.
In other words, we assume that Y i @a i ; s i A a I@A i a a i ; S i a s i AY £ i @a i ; s i A, and Y £ i @a i ; s i A is independent of @A i ; S i A conditional on x i and i . Let g@x i ; i A denote the optimal treatment rule for subject i. For now, we assume that it is a function of not only x i but also i because we want to consider the inuence between friends. It is infeasible to implement if the optimal treatment decision of an individual relies on all the covariates of his/her friends. We will show later that under our proposed model, the optimal treatment regime for subject i is a function of x i only. Let q i a fg@x i j ; i j A X i j P s i g, which is the optimal treatment decision set of the interference set of i. Without loss of generality, we assume that larger value of outcome is better, so the optimal treatment rule is given by maximizing I n n i aI E fY £ i @g@x i ; i A; q i Ajx i ; i g ;
which is equivalent to maximizing I n n i aI E fY i @a i ; s i Ajx i ; i ; a i a g@x i ; i A; s i a q i g under the assumptions mentioned above.
In order to characterize the inuence of interference, we propose the following network-based regression model for 
where i is a random error term with mean H, W a @W i j A P fH; Ig n¢n is the adjacency matrix with W i j a I if i $ j and W i j a H otherwise. ¢ a @; ; ; ; I ; P ; Q A T are the parameters involved. Note that I ; P ; Q quantify the dependence of network. Based on our model, the response of an individual is not only related to his/her own covariates or treatment assignment, but also his/her friends' covariates and treatment assignments. Note that W i i a H for Vi a I; P; : : : ; n, with some simple algebra, (1) is equivalent to I n n i aI
The optimal treatment rule for subject i is thus given by
where I@¡A is the indicator function. From (3), it is obvious to see that the optimal decision rule of subject i only depends on his/her own characteristics, although we model the response in the presence of interference. The only information of network needed in the decision rule is n j T ai W i j , the number of friends, which is easy to collect in practice.
Model Fitting
The parameter estimations are obtained by minimizing the quadratic loss between the observed responses and their means, i.e.,
In order to nd the solutions, we rst x I , P , and Q at some initial values, and get the ordinary least square (OLS) estimates for , , and . 3. A-learning
Model Formulation
From the decision rule (3) of the proposed Q-learning model, we notice that the optimal treatment assignment is independent of the baseline. Therefore, we propose another more robust semi-parametric A-learning model:
where @x i ; i A is an unspecied baseline function. Note that @x i ; i A can be a function of either x i itself or both x i and i . By the same technique of switching the double summations, the optimal decision rule is the same as (3). Let a @; ; P ; Q A T , which is the vector of the parameters involved in the decision rule. Inspired by the doubly robust estimating equation proposed by Robins et al. (1994) , we propose the following estimating equation for :
where i is the propensity score for subject i, which can be a function of x i and i . When at least one of i and @x i ; i A is correctly specied, (4) 
Model tting
To improve the stability of solving the estimating equations (4) and (5), we consider to solve the following minimization problem instead: In order to get the estimation for , and , we x f @x i Y A at some initial value f @x i Y @HA A. Then we x P and Q at some initial value as well and update all other parameters by OLS in the same way as in the Q-learning. Next, we update the parameters in f @x i Y A using the estimates from the previous step, and then solve P , Q after xing other parameters. f @x i Y A is updated again by the current estimates of P , Q . All the steps are repeated till convergence.
The convergence criterion requires the absolute dierence between two iterations for all the parameters to be within IH Q . Based on our numerical studies, this algorithm usually converges after about 20 iterations. Theorem 2 shows the asymptotic distribution of a @; ; P ; Q A T .
Theorem 2 Let a @; ; P ; Q A T denote the parameters in the decision rule, be the parameters in the baseline function, and be the parameters in the propensity score model. Under the assumption that either the baseline function or the propensity score model is correctly specied, (4) 
Simulation Studies
In this section, several simulation studies are conducted to evaluate the empirical performance of the proposed methods. In all settings, the underlying network is generated by the stochastic block model (Holland et al., 1983) Stat Su, L. et al.
probability that node i and node j are connected is modeled as P C i C j , where C i and C j are the communities to which node i and j belong respectively, and P is a matrix whose element is the probability that two communities are connected.
We set the number of communities as 5.
To illustrate the performance of the proposed Q-learning method, the total number of subjects is chosen as n a IHHH or PHHH. When n a IHHH, the numbers of subjects in each community are @PSH; PSH; PHH; PHH; IHHA, and when n a PHHH, the community sizes are @SHH; SHH; RHH; RHH; PHHA. We also try two dierent densities of the network.
The dense network is set as P II a P QQ a H:HS, P PP a P RR a P SS a H:I, and P C i C j a IH R for C i T a C j . For the sparse network, the connecting probabilities are half of those in the dense one. The responses are generated from model (2). Two covariates are considered, where x i I $ Bernoulli@H:SA, and x i P $ Uniform@ I; IA. Treatment A i is randomly assigned to 0/1 with equal probability, i.e., i a H:S. (2) based on the estimated optimal treatment regime considering the network structure, the estimated optimal treatment regime ignoring the network structure, i.e. opt . In addition, we show the performance of the parameter estimation. It can be seen that, for all settings, all the parameter estimators are almost unbiased. The means of the estimated standard errors are close to the standard deviations of the estimators, and the empirical coverage probabilities of the 95% Wald-type condence interval are close to the nominal level.
For the proposed A-learning model, we x the total number of subjects as n a PHHH with community sizes @SHH; SHH; RHH; RHH; PHHA. The network density is the same as the sparse network described above, that is, P II a P QQ a H:HPS, P PP a P RR a P SS a H:HS, and P C i C j a H:S ¢ IH R for C i T a C j . Here P is set at 0.1. All other parameters are the same as in the Q-learning model. Covariates are also generated in the same way. In order to show the double robustness property of the proposed A-learning model, we consider both the correctly and incorrectly specied models for the baseline @x i ; i A and the propensity score i . In particular, we always t a standard linear model h@x i ; i A a C H x i for the baseline, which is correctly specied when @x i ; i A a C H x i , but misspecied when @x i ; i A a C H x i C I n j T ai W i j H x j as in the Q-learning model. For the propensity score, A i is generated by a logistic model, i.e., logit@ i A a C H x i , where a H:S and a @ I; IA T . The same logistic model is tted when it is correctly specied, while a random assignment i a p is tted when it is incorrectly specied. Simulation results are shown in Table 2 . We can see that as long as either h@x i ; i A or i is correctly specied, PCD NET of the estimated optimal treatment regime taking into account the network interference is much higher than PCD aH , which ignores the network interference. Similarly, the average optimal value Q opt NET based on the estimated optimal treatment regime with the network interference is higher than Q opt aH that ignores the network eect, and close to the true optimal value. When both of the baseline and the propensity score are incorrect, the PCD and optimal value of the network-based optimal treatment regime are just slightly worse than those ignoring the network eect. In addition, the estimators for the parameters involved in the decision rule are almost unbiased when at least one of the baseline and the propensity score is correctly specied. The means of their estimated standard errors are close to the standard deviations of the estimators, and the coverage probabilities of the 95% Wald-type condence interval are also close to the nominal level. In this section, we use the covariates and network structure collected in the Tencent QQ game data to illustrate our proposed methods. Tencent QQ is a popular instant chatting software in China. This data set consists of n a WTI users of Tencent QQ and their friendship network as showed in Figure 1 . The numbers of friends are from 0 to 154, and the median is 6. Several covariates of these users are also available. We include age and QQ level in the following analysis, where QQ level indicates how active a user is on Tencent QQ. All covariates are centered and scaled rstly. This data set was collected to study the propagation of a particular QQ game. Because of condentiality, the name of this game is excluded here. The game sends invitations to players' friends through QQ asking them to join the game.
For illustration purpose, we assume there are two kinds of invitations: one type of invitation noties you that your friends are playing this game, while the other type also mentions the names of these friends. The invitation is considered as treatment in terms of promoting the popularity of this game, denoted by 0 or 1 for either type. The propensity score is assumed to follow a logistic model, and treatment for each user is generated with parameter¨a @I; H:I; H:IA T .
Let T i denote the time that the ith user starts to play the game since it was launched. We rst generate the response Y i a log@T i A based on our proposed Q-learning model. In order to advertise the game, we hope that more users start playing it in a short time. It indicates that the larger value of the response is better. Parameters we use to generate the responses are chosen as a I, a @I; IA T , a I, a @H:S; IA T , I a H:I, P a H:I, Q a H:P, and the error term follows a standard normal distribution. For the Q-learning model, we assume that the responses come from the proposed model (2). The results are shown in Table 3 . First, the proposed estimators are nearly unbiased. Second, by considering the interference between friends, the estimated optimal treatment regime achieves higher PCD and value than that ignoring the network structure in decision making. In addition, we plot the assignment based on the true optimal treatment regime (left panel) and the assignment based on the estimated optimal treatment regime obtained by Q-learning (right panel) in Figure 1 . It can be seen that the estimated optimal treatment regime and the true optimal treatment regime give very consistent assignment (the PCD is 0.986), showing the good performance of the proposed estimation method.
Next, we evaluate the performance of the proposed A-learning method based on the QQ game data. As in simulations, we always t a simple linear model for the baseline, i.e. h@x i ; i A a C H x i . We consider cases when the baseline model or the propensity score or both is correctly specied. Results in each situation are presented in Table 4 . As expected, as long as at least one of the baseline function and the propensity score is correctly specied, the proposed estimator is nearly unbiased, and the estimated optimal treatment regime with interference achieves higher PCD and value than that ignoring the network structure.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a novel network-based regression model for deriving the optimal treatment regime in the presence of interference. One advantage of our proposed model is that the true optimal treatment regime only depends on one's own covariates and number of connected nodes in the network. Such property makes its implementation in reality become practical. Approaches for parameter and variance estimation under the framework of both Q-and A-learning are studied. Our current study is focused on a single decision time point. We may extend the proposed methods to incorporate multiple decision time points based on backward induction. In addition, the proposed model assumed a linear interaction between covariates and treatment, which can also be relaxed. These are interesting topics that need further investigation. 
B. Proof of Theorem 2
Estimating equations (4) and (5) NET , average estimated value using the network-based optimal decision; Q opt =0 , average estimated value of the optimal treatment when ignoring network eect; Q opt , average value using the true optimal regime; Est., mean of estimators; SD, standard deviation of estimators; SE, mean of estimated standard errors; CP, empirical coverage probability of 95% condence intervals; Corresponding SD is in the parenthesis. correct decisions when ignoring network eect; Q opt NET , average estimated value using the network-based optimal decision; Q opt =0 , average estimated value of the optimal treatment when ignoring network eect; Q opt , average value using the true optimal regime; Est., mean of estimators; SD, standard deviation of estimators; SE, mean of estimated standard errors; CP, empirical coverage probability of 95% condence intervals; Corresponding SD is in the parenthesis. 
